Ornamental Aluminum fencing provides the conventional beauty of wrought iron fence, is maintenance free and less costly. An aluminum fence is the perfect choice to surround your pool because the aluminum construction eliminates rust and the current finishes in use withstand the moisture and chemicals associated with your pool. In addition to traditional black, aluminum fencing is available in white, green, bronze, brown, beige and some designer shades. Some colors are available in a gloss or matte finish. Color selections/finishes vary by manufacturer. Custom colors are available from some manufacturers at an additional cost.

We work with some of the best manufacturers in the industry—Ultra Aluminum—Courtyard by Digger Specialties—just to name a few. These manufacturers offer lifetime warranties against defects in workmanship and materials, as well as chipping, peeling or cracking of the finish. A beautiful designer gate will add the finishing touch to your driveway or to your new ornamental aluminum fence.

Most manufacturers offer residential, commercial and industrial grade fence. Residential grade posts are typically 2” square diameter. The wall thickness of the post varies from a .060 wall thickness to a .125 wall. Ultra Aluminum offers a .080 wall thickness which is 30% heavier than the .060 wall. The .125 wall posts are always used to support your gates. In addition to the 2” posts, heavier 2 1/2”, 3” and 4” square posts are offered. Courtyard by Digger Specialties offers a new, patented finish that will keep your aluminum fence looking new for many years to come. Residential pickets are typically 5/8” square. 5/8” x 1” wide pickets, 3/4” and 1” pickets are available as you upgrade to the heavier industrial styles.